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About this book 

Altair Virtual Wind Tunnel software is an environment for doing External Aerodynamic 

CFD analysis. This book takes you step by step through the basics of CFD to bring 

clarity to the user regarding the fundamentals of the subject. 

The book will explore the various aspects of external aerodynamics and the give the 

user a thorough “feel” of what it really means to conduct an external aerodynamics 

CFD analysis. The experimental methods are mentioned as well for bringing insight 

into the whole process of external aerodynamic testing. The mathematical aspect of 

the CFD is explored briefly as well for the user to really comprehend the connection 

between the physical and mathematical parts of fluid dynamics. 

Please note that a commercially released software is a living “thing” and so at every 

release (major or point release) new methods, new functions are added along with 

improvement to existing methods. This document is written using Altair Virtual Wind 

Tunnel 2017.2 version.      

Any feedback helping to improve the quality of this book would be very much 

appreciated. 

Thank you very much. 
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1 Introduction to Fluid Dynamics 
It is nearly impossible to find any physical entity which is not impacted by the flow of 

fluids. Fluid dynamics affect almost everything, be it the performance of cars and 

aircrafts or the efficient functioning of electronics or even the formation of 

geographical features! The scope and influence of the subject of fluid dynamics are 

immeasurably vast, hence it’s only natural that it is of great importance for engineers 

from a wide range of fields.  

It is probable that a large majority of those of you who are reading this e-book would 

belong to the automotive or aerospace sector as CFD, which is the primary focus of 

this e-book, is most often associated with these disciplines. However, industries such 

as that of environmental engineering, civil engineering, manufacturing engineering 

and petroleum engineering, to name a few, also find great utility in the principles of 

fluid dynamics in general and CFD in particular.  

However, before delving into CFD, that is, Computational Fluid Dynamics, it is 

imperative for us to understand and explore the physics behind its parent subject - 

Fluid Dynamics. The following section will give a brief discussion about the physical 

laws that govern fluid dynamics. 

 Governing Equations of Fluid Dynamics 

All non-reacting homogeneous flows are governed by the three basic conservation 

laws which are namely: 

• Conservation of mass 

• Conservation of momentum (Newton’s second law of motion) 

• Conservation of energy  

These are the three equations which encompass the entirety of the foundation of fluid 

dynamics.  
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Navier Stokes set of equations, which are a derivative of these basic laws are the 

governing equations for all viscous flows. These equations describe the relationship 

between the various properties of fluids such as the pressure, density, enthalpy, 

temperature, viscosity and velocity with respect to space and time variables. 

The Navier Stokes equations describe a thermodynamically open system which 

accounts for losses due to viscosity. It is also necessary to remember that these 

equations are developed following the assumption that fluids are a continuum, 

neglecting the fact that fluids are made of molecules which are discrete particles.  

The analytical solution of the Navier Stokes equations is the flow velocity at every 

instance in time and at every point in the flow field. Other properties of the flow such 

as temperature and pressure can be calculated at the points of interest using 

supplementary relations. However, the seemingly straightforward methodology 

mentioned above is in reality, an insurmountable challenge as the analytical solution 

of the Navier Stokes equations has never been calculated until now. In fact, the Navier 

Stokes equations are considered a classical open problem in the world of math 

academia and the Clay Institute of Mathematics has offered a cash prize of $1 million 

for a solution or a counter-example! 

Now, without further ado, the true form of the Navier Stokes equations will be 

presented and the physical significance of each of the terms will be explained so that 

you feel comfortable with the equations and have a fairly good idea about them.  

 Continuity Equation 

The first sub-set of the Navier Stokes equations is the continuity equation which is a 

derivative of the law of conservation of mass. 

Theoretically, it states that the time rate of increase or decrease of the mass of the 

control volume is equal to the mass flow of a fluid entering or leaving the control 

volume through a surface. Here, the control volume is an arbitrarily chosen spatially 

fixed volume in the flow being observed. 
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This statement is quite intuitive, and both the quantities compared are perceived to 

be the same by most beginners. However, the key difference between the two is that 

the former term is defined with respect to the time variable (t) and the latter is 

defined with respect to the spatial variables (x, y, z). This shall be evident by looking 

at the partial differential equation form of the continuity equation. 

 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑉) = 0 

 

Here, 

ρ is the density of the fluid 
t is the time variable 
V is the velocity vector (u i + v j + w k) 

∇ is the Laplace operator (
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
𝐢 + 

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
𝐣 +  

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
 𝐤) 

 
Clearly, the first term refers to time rate of change of mass while the second denotes 

the mass flow into or out of the control volume through a surface. 

 

 Momentum Equation 

The second sub-set of the Navier Stokes equations comprises of the momentum 

equations which are derived from Newton’s second law of motion. 

Unlike the continuity equation, where the quantity in question was mass which is a 

scalar, momentum equation focuses on a vector quantity. Hence three separate but 

analogous equations are required to give a holistic mathematical description in all the 

three orthogonal directions.  

The momentum equation basically states that net change in momentum in any 

direction is equivalent to the sum of the forces exerted by pressure, the dissipative 

forces acting due to the viscous stresses and the body forces exerted in that direction. 

Again, the momentum change is seen with respect to both time and spatial variables. 
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Now, let’s take a look at the momentum equations. 

 

𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑢𝑉) =  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+ 

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+ 

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+  𝜌𝑓𝑥 

 

𝜕(𝜌𝑣)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑣𝑉) =  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+  

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+  

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+  𝜌𝑓𝑦 

 

𝜕(𝜌𝑤)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑤𝑉) =  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+  

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+ 

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+  𝜌𝑓𝑧 

 

Here,  
 
ρ, t, V and ∇ have the same meaning as that in the continuity equation,  
𝑓𝑥, 𝑓𝑦, 𝑓𝑧 denote the components of the body forces in the respective directions, 

τxx, τyy, τzz denote the viscous normal stresses 

τxy, τyx, τzx, τxz, τyz, τzy denote the viscous shear stresses 
 
 

 Energy Equation 

Since energy is a scalar as well, there is just one energy equation. 

The energy equation equates the net change in total energy to the energy exchange 

occurring due to volumetric heating, thermal conduction, work done by pressure and 

body forces and the energy dissipation due to viscosity. 

 

Looking at the energy equation, 
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𝜕

𝜕𝑡
[𝜌 (𝑒 +  

|𝑉|2

2
)] + ∇. [𝜌 (𝑒 +  

|𝑉|2

2
) 𝑉]

=  𝜌�̇� + 
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝑘 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
) + 

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝑘 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
) +  

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝑘 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
) −  ∇. (𝑝𝑉)

+  
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑥𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
 +  

𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑦𝑥)

𝜕𝑦
 + 

𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑧𝑥)

𝜕𝑧
 +  

𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑦𝑦)

𝜕𝑦
 +

𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑥𝑦)

𝜕𝑥

+  
𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑧𝑦)

𝜕𝑧
 + 

𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑧𝑧)

𝜕𝑧
 + 

𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑦𝑧)

𝜕𝑦
 +  

𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑥𝑧)

𝜕𝑥
 +  𝜌𝑓. 𝑉 

 

Here, 
 
e denotes internal energy 
�̇� denotes heat flux 
k is the thermal conductivity 
T is the temperature 
and the rest of the terms have the same meaning as mentioned before 
 

On the left-hand side of the equation the change in the total energy of the system in 

terms of the time and spatial variables is considered. Here, you can see that the both 

the internal energy and the kinetic energy have been accounted for. 

On the right-hand side, the first term represents the energy change due to volumetric 

heating. The next three terms account for the heat exchange due to conduction. 

Conduction is directly proportional to the local temperature gradient, and the 

constant of proportionality is the thermal conductivity k. Next, the work done by 

pressure is accounted for. The following nine terms all depict the dissipation of energy 

due to the stresses caused by viscosity. Finally, the work done due to body forces is 

included. 

With this, we conclude our discussion on the governing laws of fluid dynamics. As 

already mentioned, this is a very short and basic discussion of the Navier Stokes 

equation, but we hope that this would have helped you to understand how these 
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equations account for all the different physical phenomena that are expected to occur 

in a flow. 

We would again like to emphasize that a true complete solution of the Navier Stokes 

equation is sufficient to describe every intricacy of a flow, but also that these 

equations have been developed to describe a continuum i.e. a continuous system as 

opposed to a discretized system. This statement will bring us to the next part of our 

discussion, the limitations of Navier Stokes equation. 

 

 Limitations of the Navier Stokes Equation 

While the Navier Stokes equation is theoretically sufficient, its use in the practical 

engineering realm is hampered by two factors, one is quite predictably its extreme 

complexity, and the second is that it is based on a continuum model. 

The issue of complexity is solved by applying boundary conditions and realistic 

assumptions to reduce the complexity. For example, to obtain the Bernoulli’s 

equation, the assumptions that the flow is incompressible, inviscid, steady and that 

no work or heat is exchanged from the surroundings are applied to the energy 

equation. This eliminates all time dependent terms, viscous dissipation terms, heat 

and work terms and the density becomes a constant, leaving the familiar equation 

stating that the sum of the kinetic, potential and pressure energies is constant. Special 

empirical models may also be used to reduce the complexity while maintaining 

accuracy of solution. We shall touch upon this again in the following chapters.  

Next, a continuum assumes properties at a point represent an average over a tiny 

volume whose dimensions are very large in comparison to the distance between the 

individual molecules. The continuum model is a good approximation for most 

practical cases, however it fails in the cases of rarefied gas flow. In that case the Navier 

Stokes equation model is an inadequate mathematical representation. However, we 

shall not be dealing with any such case in this book as the continuum model is accurate 

for external aerodynamics cases. 
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 Theory, Experiments and CFD – Interrelation 

and Dependence 

Now, the question arises that why is CFD required at all? Why do we need to take 

solutions computationally when accurate experimental techniques exist?  The answer 

lies in the simple fact that the experimental data can only be collected in discrete 

points, hence the solution graph will always be discontinuous which contradicts the 

continuum model. Hence for a totally accurate solution an infinite number of nodes 

would have to be taken. This is obviously an impossible condition. But in practice, this 

means that a very high number of solution points would need to be considered for a 

good approximate solution, which in turn makes the experimental solution methods 

very expensive. 

For the experimental methods, there is no work-around for this problem as 

experimental analyses are way too expensive and taking a lot of solution points is not 

feasible. But coupled with CFD analysis, this problem can be countered by making 

extremely fine meshes and reducing the time step to values of very small orders to 

capture a satisfactory approximation of the continuum nature of the fluid. The CFD 

results can then be validated with the help of the experimental data set. Since the 

physical conditions in a CFD analysis are completely controlled and the experimental 

results depict the nature of the object of scrutiny best, the combination of these two 

can in turn be used to re-validate the theory on which the problem is modelled and 

then be used to make other predictions which can again be checked. Hence, using CFD 

analysis, experimental analysis and theory in tandem can help us to understand fluid 

dynamics better. 

An iterative approach of assumption, testing and validation is a great way to utilize 

the capabilities of all three analysis techniques.  
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Figure 1-1 Iterative approach-  Theoretical Assumption, CFD Testing, Experimental 

Validation 
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2 Experimental Fluid Dynamics 
This chapter shall focus solely upon the experimental techniques for fluid dynamics. 

This will help the user to understand the advent of the subject of fluid dynamics and 

the need for CFD.  A brief account of the different types of wind tunnels their 

development, advantages and short comings will be presented. 

First, let’s start with delving a bit into the historical development of the wind tunnels. 

 History of Wind Tunnels 

Wind tunnels are widely used for the experimental analysis of numerous problems 

related to fluid dynamics. They are now extensively utilized for assessing the 

performance and stability of aircrafts and cars, collecting data for designing parts like 

spoilers and wings and analyzing wind loads on buildings amongst other applications. 

However, their origin lies in the field of aviation. 

Just as CFD is now touted as the new norm for fluid dynamics analysis, promising 

extensive data sets at low costs, wind tunnels too were brought into the fray backed 

by the same reason. The development of wind tunnels is probably the single most 

important invention in the history of aviation. Before their development, the only way 

to test any prototype for a flying machine was to launch it directly in the real 

conditions. This was indeed a costly method as it was not only resource intensive, but 

such direct testing often proved to be fatal for the pilot. The history of aviation is 

strewn with numerous such examples which the user might be inclined to research 

upon. 

The conception of the wind tunnel begun from the idea that the conditions of flight 

could be replicated by keeping the model stationary while moving the air around it, 

rather than the reverse which was the case for the real conditions. This idea first came 

into fruition in the form of the whirling arm mechanism developed by Benjamin 

Robins in the first half of the 18th century. The whirling arm mechanism consisted of 

a free to rotate drum which was rotated with the help of a mass and pulley system. 
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The test model was attached to the drum with the aid of a rigid arm, and when the 

drum rotated the model could experience flight like conditions albeit restricted to 

velocities of only a few meters per second.  

 

 

Figure 2-1 Whirling arm mechanism 

 

The whirling arm was quickly adopted by the contemporary researchers. Sir George 

Cayley, who is often hailed as the father of aviation used it for the measurement of 

drag and lift of various early airfoils. His experimental data helped him to build a glider 

which was the first successful heavier than air flying machine. 

The wind tunnel as we know now was developed by Francis Herbert Wenham, a 

member of the Royal Aeronautical Society (formerly known as The Aeronautical 

Society of Great Britain). He built the first closed wind tunnel in 1871, which was 

instrumental in revealing many aspects of flight such as the benefit of high aspect 

ratio surfaces in gliding. The breakthrough discovery of the fact that similarly shaped 

objects placed in dynamically similar flows had the same flow properties was also 

made possible due to the invention of the modern wind tunnel as it provided the 

researcher with an appropriate environment to effectively observe and record the 

flow parameters. In the long run, this discovery was also instrumental in increasing 

the scope of the utility of wind tunnels as the Reynold’s number criteria provided the 

mass 

pulley 

test model 
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engineering world with the freedom to test the flow dynamics of massive structures 

without the need for building massive wind tunnels to accommodate them. 

The gradual progress in the development of wind tunnels was closely followed by the 

progress of aviation. The much-famed Wright brothers, who were the first inventors 

to build a powered, heavier than air flying machine which could sustain flight, were 

able to achieve the feat because of the extensive experimental data they had been 

able to accumulate using their home-made wind tunnel. The “Wright Flyer” was 

successfully tested in 1903, a mere three decades after the development of 

Wenham’s wind tunnel. 

The impetus for the development of a large-scale aviation industry was provided by 

the two world wars. Government involvement and funding towards the field of 

aviation increased and large wind tunnels with powerful fans and state of the art 

technology began to be constructed in military and research facilities. By the end of 

the World War II, supersonic wind tunnels and heated flow wind tunnels had been 

developed.  

Presently, the largest operating wind tunnel is a part of NASA Ames Research Centre’s 

aerodynamics complex. Its cross-section is 80 feet by 120 feet, and it is large enough 

to test full scale models of aircrafts as big as the Boeing 737. 

Next, let’s look at the geometry of a wind tunnel and its working principle. 

 

 Geometry of a Wind Tunnel 

The basic parts of a wind tunnel are: 

• Reservoir 

• Nozzle 

• Test section 

• Diffuser 

• Driver                  
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Figure 2-2 Basic parts of a wind tunnel  

 

The shape of the nozzle and diffuser depends upon the Mach number required in the 

test section. Figure 2 depicts the nozzle and diffuser shape for a subsonic wind tunnel.  

The reservoir is the fluid source. The driver is the part which creates the pressure 

difference for facilitating the flow of the fluid across the test section. 

The test section is the part where the model is placed and all the required data is 

recorded with the help of various sensors which measure quantities such as the static 

and dynamic pressure and forces.  

The purpose of a wind tunnel is to replicate the real-life conditions in the test section 

as closely as possible. Components such as flow straighteners, settling chambers and 

turning valves are present to ensure that the air flowing into the test section has 

properties similar to those that the test object would be expected to encounter. 

For replicating the different conditions, different apparatus is required. For instance, 

a wind tunnel used for subsonic flow investigation may not be used to study 

supersonic flow conditions. Hence, there exist many different types of wind tunnels. 

The next section will discuss the classification of wind tunnels. 

 Classification of Wind Tunnels 

Many distinct types of wind tunnels are constructed to replicate different conditions. 

While describing all kinds of wind tunnels might not be possible, a broad classification 

based on different criteria will be provided in the next few pages.  

Nozzle 
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 On the Basis of Geometry 

Wind tunnels can be of either open type or close type. For an open wind tunnel the 

reservoir is the atmosphere and the fluid expended after a run is diffused back into 

the atmosphere.  

 

Figure 2-3 Open wind tunnel 

On the other hand, for a closed wind tunnel the same fluid is recirculated for every 

run. Mostly closed wind tunnels are used when the working fluid is not air. For 

instance, for tests requiring a very high Reynold’s number cryogenic nitrogen is used 

instead of air. 
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Figure 2-4 Closed wind tunnel 

 On the Basis of Mach Number Range 

Wind tunnels are built to simulate the conditions at different air speeds, the 

categories for the same are summarized in the chart below. 

 

 

 

On the basis of 
mach range

Subsonic

< 0.8 M

Incompressible

< 0.3 M

Compressible

0.3 M <  < 0.8 M

Transonic

0.8 M <   < 1.2 M 

Supersonic

1.2 M<  < 5 M

Hypersonic

< 5 M
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The different categories defined based upon the Mach number ranges are indicative 

of more than just the flow velocity of the incoming airflow. The behavior of the flow 

is entirely distinct for each of these regimes.  

The same apparatus cannot be used to obtain and treat the flows in all the regimes. 

Since the basic principle of a wind tunnel is to change the pressure energy of the fluid 

into kinetic energy, for higher flow velocities the pressure of the reservoir should also 

be higher.  Also, the nozzle shape for obtaining a supersonic or hypersonic flow is of 

a converging-diverging shape as opposed to the simple contraction used for subsonic 

flows. 

Additionally, for the flow at mach numbers above 1, the formation of shock waves 

and subsequently shock wave reflection cause additional complications. For 

controlling these phenomenon certain design modifications are required so that the 

test conditions remain relevant to the problem. 

 

 On the Basis of Application Purpose 

Various wind tunnels are built to serve different purposes. Often, modifications to the 

geometry or the equipment are made to model the problem more accurately. There 

may be many special applications which this book may not be able to state. However, 

a few of the special cases will be elaborated: 

• Automotive: The wind tunnels used for testing automobile aerodynamics are 

equipped with moving belts on which the vehicle is placed to replicate the 

motion of the vehicle with respect to the road. Also, the rotation of tires can 

be taken into account due to this mechanism. 

• Heated flows: For studying objects which deal with hot flows, special wind 

tunnels are constructed which contain heat exchangers and temperature 

probes for feedback. 

• Propulsion: Specialized wind tunnels are used to assess the performance of 

propulsive units. These wind tunnels are built with materials which are 

capable of withstanding the extremely high temperatures of the exhaust. 
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• Icing flows: During flight, often aircrafts encounter the problem of icing which 

has a detrimental effect upon the aerodynamic performance. To understand 

where and how the ice is formed and what kind of effect it has on the 

performance and also to test the de-icing systems, tunnels which can simulate 

icing are built. These tunnels are equipped with atomizers which turn the 

water into a fine mist and also with powerful coolers. 

• Flow visualization: Often the wake of the flow of a body is of special interest 

to the engineer, in that case a number of flow visualization techniques may 

be used such as the use of smoke, tufts, Schlieren photography, 

interferometry, laser sheets amongst others. Naturally, the wind tunnel must 

be equipped specially for facilitating these techniques. 

 

 

 

 Limitations of Wind Tunnels 

While wind tunnels are undoubtedly an invaluable source of information for all fluid 

dynamics investigations even now, they too have their own set of limitations. 

First, although wind tunnel testing is considerably cheaper than in-operation testing, 

a full scale commercially useful test is still very expensive. Because of the high cost 

incurred in each such test, testing for a multitude of conditions may not be financially 

viable under all circumstances. Moreover, wind tunnels are extremely expensive to 

construct and maintain. 

Second, even though a lot of quantities can be measured during a wind tunnel test, 

not every flow property can be scrutinized in detail. Also, the freedom of the problem 

modeling engineer is restricted by the facilities available in the wind tunnel.  

Next, since the test section of a wind tunnel is quite often an enclosed space, the wind 

tunnel’s walls provide an inconsistency in terms of the actual problem modeling. This 
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is because of the formation of a boundary layer in proximity to the wall surfaces and 

the absence of the far field stationary flow. Although taking appropriate clearances 

can help minimize the effect, it cannot be eliminated completely.  For automotive 

purposes a good thumb rule to follow for clearances is to have 5 car lengths ahead of 

the car model 10 car lengths behind it, 5 car lengths on either side and again 10 car 

lengths above and below the model. This serves to provide an adequate distance from 

the walls and allows the wake behind the car to be observed without being adversely 

affected by the driver fan. 

Lastly, like all experimental investigations wind tunnel testing is prone to human and 

machinery errors and both the modelled problem and the collected data cannot be 

considered as completely accurate.   

However, a lot of these problems can be countered by using wind tunnels in 

conjunction with CFD analysis as CFD is cheaper, allows a lot more freedom in terms 

of problem modeling and can facilitate the measurement of all calculable flow 

properties in great detail. 

3 Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Computational fluid dynamics is the branch of the subject of fluid dynamics which 

enables the analysis of fluid flow by approximately solving the Navier Stokes equation 

using numerical techniques with the aid of computational codes. 

CFD allows for the analysis and visualization of a huge multitude of various types fluid 

flows on the computer screen without the need for any specialized facility. The 

powerful visualization is quite literally a boon for both the industry and the academia 

as it allows access to the data and imagery provided by a wind tunnel test to everyone. 

The applications of CFD have really increased and it is now used for modeling many 

different types of fluids including water, molten metals and even the ink from a pen! 
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Of course, CFD too is riddled by its own set of limitations such as high computational 

resource requirement and the need for experimental validation etc. However, CFD is 

nonetheless an integral industrial and research methodology in today’s world. 

Now, let’s move on to the basics of all CFD investigations, which will equip the user to 

understand the physical implications of the options available in the CFD software 

better. 

 Steps for Conducting a CFD Investigation 

Three phases encompass the process of conducting a CFD investigation, namely, pre-

processing, solving and post-processing.  

As the name very clearly suggests pre-processing entails the setting up of the 

problem. The preparation of the CAD model, its meshing, the physical problem set up 

in terms of selecting the boundary conditions and the mathematical solution model 

all encompass the pre-processing phase. This is often the phase that is most intensive 

in terms of the human hours and effort required. About 80% of the total time spent 

for conducting a CFD analysis is spent in the preprocessing (cleanup, meshing). Also, 

setting up of the physical problem in the CFD software by selecting boundary 

conditions, constraints and solution methods accurately requires great engineering 

judgement and knowledge of CFD, numerical methods and fluid dynamics. 

The next phase is the actual solution phase. The CFD software employs numerical 

computation techniques to obtain the solution at certain discrete points. The 

requirement of the computational resources is very high in this phase for transient 

analysis. The analysis gets even more intensive when turbulence, chemical reactions 

or multiphase flows are modelled. Clusters of up to 512 cores are required for the CFD 

analysis of a Formula 1 car.  

Once the solution is complete, the data from it needs to be extracted so that it may 

be analyzed, and the engineer may be able to devise some meaningful conclusions 

from it. This phase is called the post-processing stage. CFD analyses provide a huge 

amount of data but the engineer must know what data to extract from it and how to 
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present it (plots, contours, empirical equations), so that it may be of significance. Post 

processing is also very memory intensive as the solution data files are often large in 

size and there are always a large number of them.  

 Modifications to the Navier Stokes Equations 

Yet again we arrive at the Navier Stokes equations, but this time the discussion will 

revolve around how the equations are modified for different physical conditions. 

As we have already discussed in much detail, the Navier Stokes equations are enough 

to describe all kinds of flows, however, using them directly is much too expensive. 

Hence, often certain terms are eliminated from the full set of equations if they do not 

impact the solution too much. The example of the Bernoulli’s equation was touched 

upon earlier. Now, we will talk about a few more simplifications which are specifically 

relevant to CFD. 

 Euler’s Equation 

Euler’s Equation is the governing equation for an inviscid flow. In case of inviscid flows 

all terms related to viscosity, mass transfer and thermal conductivity disappear. The 

viscous shear stresses, the thermal conduction terms and so do the viscous dissipation 

terms.  

 

Continuity equation: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑉) = 0 

Momentum Equation: 

𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑢𝑉) =  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜌𝑓𝑥 

 

𝜕(𝜌𝑣)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑣𝑉) =  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
+  𝜌𝑓𝑦 
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𝜕(𝜌𝑤)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑤𝑉) =  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝜌𝑓𝑧 

Energy Equation: 

                    
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
[𝜌 (𝑒 +  

|𝑉|2

2
)] +  ∇. [𝜌 (𝑒 + 

|𝑉|2

2
) 𝑉]       =  𝜌�̇� − ∇. (𝑝𝑉) +  𝜌𝑓. 𝑉 

 

The Euler’s equations are a good approximation in cases where there are no solid 

boundaries. Applications include aerospace domain (obtain pressure loading), gas 

dynamics (shock waves) etc. 

 Stokes Theorem 

The Stokes theorem is the governing equation for flows in which the convective terms 

are negligible in comparison to the viscous terms and can be eliminated from the 

equations. The Reynold’s number is very low for such cases. The flow velocities are 

low, and the viscosity is high (e.g.: creeping flows). 

Continuity Equation: 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌𝑉) = 0 

Momentum Equation: 

𝜕(𝜌𝑢)

𝜕𝑡
=  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+  

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+  

𝜕𝜏𝑥𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+  𝜌𝑓𝑥 

 

𝜕(𝜌𝑣)

𝜕𝑡
=  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+ 

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+  

𝜕𝜏𝑦𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+  𝜌𝑓𝑦 

                              

𝜕(𝜌𝑤)

𝜕𝑡
=  −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑧

𝜕𝑧
+  

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑦

𝜕𝑦
+ 

𝜕𝜏𝑧𝑥

𝜕𝑥
+  𝜌𝑓𝑧 
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Energy Equation: 

 
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
[𝜌 (𝑒 +  

|𝑉|2

2
)]

=  𝜌�̇� + 
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝑘 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
) + 

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝑘 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
) +  

𝜕

𝜕𝑧
(𝑘 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
) −  ∇. (𝑝𝑉)

+  
𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑥𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
 +  

𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑦𝑥)

𝜕𝑦
 + 

𝜕(𝑢𝜏𝑧𝑥)

𝜕𝑧
 +  

𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑦𝑦)

𝜕𝑦
 +

𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑥𝑦)

𝜕𝑥

+  
𝜕(𝑣𝜏𝑧𝑦)

𝜕𝑧
 + 

𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑧𝑧)

𝜕𝑧
 + 

𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑦𝑧)

𝜕𝑦
 +  

𝜕(𝑤𝜏𝑥𝑧)

𝜕𝑥
 +  𝜌𝑓. 𝑉 

 

 Steady State Equations 

Any person who has ever conducted a CFD simulation has come across the two terms, 

steady state simulations and transient simulations. In fact, these two terms have 

already been mentioned earlier in this book. A steady state flow is one in which the 

properties of the flow do not change with time, instead they only vary with the spatial 

position of the fluid particle. In other words, the flow properties at a position in space 

at an instance in time are the same as the flow properties at that point at any other 

instance in time. In contrast, for a transient flow the flow varies with time and 

position. 

For a steady state flow, the time dependent terms are eliminated from the Navier 

Stokes equations and the variation with respect to time for all parameters is zero. 

 Mathematical Modeling of the Governing 

Equations 

In general, the Navier Stokes equations are not directly used as the mathematical 

model for solving most CFD problems, even in their abridged forms mentioned above, 

except for extremely high-level research applications.  The above section was 

described to give the user a more objective and practical view of the equations so that 

the physical implications of the terms may be understood more clearly.  
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There are certain simplifications made to the equations to make the equations to 

make them less resource intensive, such that they can be handled by ordinary desktop 

computers as well. For a greater proportion of the problems, the simplified 

mathematical models are accurate enough for the investigation purpose. 

We will be talking in brief about the three commonly used mathematical models. It is 

important to not get confused by these simplifications as these are only made for the 

express purpose of making the simulations less resource intensive, they do not 

represent any special physical phenomenon and are purely mathematical 

simplifications made for the purpose of making CFD viable for engineering purposes. 

Of course, mathematical simplifications do affect the results by omitting important 

aspects of the problem, but these are problems which need to be accounted for by 

making supplementary additions and modifications.  

 

 

 RANS + Turbulence Modeling Approach 

Virtual Wind Tunnel uses the RANS + turbulence modeling method to model the 

steady flows.  

RANS is the acronym for Reynolds Average Navier Stokes equation. In this approach 

the Navier Stokes equations are divided into a mean and a fluctuating part using 

Reynold’s operator (an averaging operator abiding by a set of rules) (ref 3).  

Each instantaneous property can be divided into a mean and fluctuating part. 

However, the Reynolds operator mandates that the average of the fluctuating part 

over time be zero, which basically just eliminates all dependency on time and does 

not account for the fluctuations caused by turbulence. That means that the mean flow 

is modeled by the RANS method and the effects of the turbulent motion on the mean 

flow are unknown.  
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Hence, if RANS is to be used for a realistic non-laminar problem, the effects of 

turbulence need to be modelled by adding additional terms to the equations. This is 

done by introducing a separate set of equations which comprise of the turbulence 

model.  

Commonly used turbulence models are the k-epsilon, k-omega, SST and Spalart-

Allmaras. All these models are approximate and empirical and are more or less 

suitable depending upon the problem conditions.  

The RANS + turbulence modeling approach is also good for modeling attached 

boundary layers and thin shear flows. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is used 

in conjunction with the RANS for steady state analysis in VWT. 

 Large Eddy Simulation 

Large Eddy Simulation is another technique which simulates the large-scale 

phenomena and models the small-scale phenomena. A time and space filtering 

technique filters out the phenomenon which are smaller than a specified length scale. 

The rest of the larger phenomena are solved by direct numerical simulation. 

Since direct numerical simulation is done for the large turbulent fluctuations, the 

results are much more accurate than RANS for transient simulations. Naturally, this 

method is more expensive than the RANS + turbulence modeling approach. 

 Detached Eddy Simulation 

Virtual Wind Tunnel uses DES to model transient flows. 

DES technology combines fine-tuned, statistical RANS technology for modeling near 

walls and attached boundary layers with the ability of large-eddy simulation (LES) to 

model the separated regions in the wake behind the test object.  

Hence, DES combines the accuracy of LES with the ease of RANS to solve the transient 

flows accurately. 
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 Direct Numerical Solution 

Direct numerical solution or DNS is the most accurate computational solving approach 

for the Navier Stokes equations. It simulates each and every phenomenon 

numerically, but it is very expensive and hence confined to high level research 

applications. 

 

“For simpler mathematical models a great of deal of modeling effort and 

engineering judgement is necessary to get a solution which does not discount the 

physical validity of the problem. On the other hand, as the mathematical complexity 

increases the need for modeling effort decreases while increasing the computational 

resource requirement.” 

 

 

 

        

Figure 3-1 Trade-offs between Turbulent Simulation Approaches 

 

RANS

LES

DNS
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 Meshing 

Meshing is the representation of a physical body as a set of finite elements. Meshing 

in itself is a very vast topic and to talk about it in detail would be out of the scope for 

this book, but for a comprehensive discussion the user should refer to the e-book 

Practical Aspects of Finite Element Simulation. It is strongly recommended that the 

user refer to the book as well as the Learn Preprocessing with Hypermesh e-learning 

course before using VWT. 

In CFD analyses, the fluid around the test object is meshed. In VWT, the fluid in the 

wind tunnel around the test object is meshed using tetra elements. These tetra 

elements grow from the triangular surface mesh of the test object, such that the 

volumetric tetrahedral elements are aligned to the triangular cells. 

While meshing for CFD, the boundary layer needs to be accounted for. A quantity 

known as y+ is what determines the first cell height. y+ in turn is determined by the 

turbulence model applied. 

𝑦+  =  
 𝑢∗ 𝑦

𝑣
 

 

Where, 
𝑢∗ is friction velocity 
𝑦 is the distance of the first grid point from the wall 
𝑣 is the kinematic viscosity 
 
It is a good practice to have at least 5-10 cell layers with the first layer height as the 

cell height. The mesh in the far field is coarse in nature, hence a gradual increase in 

size must be administered to avoid discontinuity in solution. It is a good practice to 

use a growth rate of approximately 20%. Of course, based on the problem 

requirements a local refinement can be done. For example, refinement of the mesh 

near the ground in the proximity of a car is often beneficial as the interaction of the 

viscous boundary layers of the car and the ground may interact in that region creating 

some other aerodynamic effects which might be important for the overall analysis. 

https://altairuniversity.com/free-ebooks-2/free-ebook-practical-aspects-of-finite-element-simulation-a-study-guide/
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4 External Aerodynamics Basics 
 

Now we get to the main subject of concern, that is external aerodynamics. External 

Aerodynamics is the branch of aerodynamics that deals with the forces applied by the 

flow of air on a body.  

 The Three Aerodynamic Forces 

The aerodynamic force is usually divided into 3 components, Lift, Drag and the Lateral 

force. These three forces play an important role in the overall performance in terms 

of fuel efficiency and handling. Both the automotive and the aerospace industry place 

great importance in these three aerodynamic forces.  

                  

 

                      Figure 4-1 Components of the Aerodynamic Force 

 

 Drag Force 

The drag force is the component which is opposite to the direction of the motion of 

the body. In the case of a car, the drag force accounts for about 75% of its total 

resistance.  
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The drag force of a body is computed by the following formula: 

𝐷 =  
1

2
𝜌𝑉2𝑆𝐶𝐷 

Where, 
D is the drag 
ρ is the density of the fluid 
V is the velocity of the object 
S is the frontal area 
CD is the coefficient of drag 
 
The coefficient of drag CD is the parameter which quantifies the drag properties of a 

body. Shape optimization can be used to minimize the drag coefficient and 

consequently the drag of a body.  

Typically, for a passenger car the drag contribution of the various parts is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 4-2 Source of drag on a modern passenger car  

Drag reduction is a very active area of research and design for both the automotive 

and the aerospace industries as minimizing drag can increase the fuel efficiency of a 

vehicle drastically.  

 Lift Force 

Lift force is the component of the aerodynamic force perpendicular to the direction 

of the motion. It acts in an upward direction. 

The lift force of the body is computed using the following formula: 
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𝐿 =  
1

2
𝜌𝑉2𝑆𝐶𝐿 

 
Where, 
L is the lift 
ρ is the density of the fluid 
V is the velocity of the object 
S is the frontal area 
CL is the coefficient of lift 
 
Lift is a desirable force for aerospace applications, as it is responsible for balancing 

the weight of the aircraft in flight. However, for automotive applications lift is an 

undesirable component as it severely hampers the steering behavior. Lift is even more 

detrimental for the case of race cars as their high operating velocities lead to the 

generation of more lift force which may even cause them to lift off from the ground. 

Hence, for such cars the down force or grip is an important parameter to counter the 

undesirable effects of lift.  

Often in race cars components known as a spoilers and airfoils are added to reduce 

the lift. While an airfoil is used to create a powerful down force in exchange for a drag 

penalty, a spoiler is designed to redirect the airflow to modify the aerodynamic 

properties of the car all together and may even improve the drag as well as lift 

properties of the vehicle. 

 Side Force 

The side force is the component that is perpendicular to the instantaneous plane of 

motion. The side gusts are responsible for this component of the aerodynamic force. 

The side force too has a negative impact upon the handling qualities of a car. 

 Importance of External Aerodynamics 

External aerodynamics plays an important role in many aspects of a car. Ranging from 

visibility to passenger comfort to performance, external aerodynamics affects an 

automobile to a great extent.  
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As the car moves, almost every part of it interacts with some or the other fluid. The 

exterior of the car encounters the flow of air across it, sometimes mixed with water 

or dirt. The air conditioning, engine cooling, performance and complex phenomenon 

such as spoiler flutter (fluid structure interaction) are all intimately related to the 

subject of external aerodynamics. 

In this book, we shall now explore external aerodynamics with the new generation 

tool Virtual Wind Tunnel.  
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5 External CFD with VWT 
Virtual Wind Tunnel is a new age intuitive interface to solve external CFD problems 

specialized to suit the requirements of an automobile engineer. 

VWT allows the user to specify the components of the car which require special 

treatment, such as the wheels, heat exchangers and the flexible parts which may tend 

to undergo flutter. Also, as mentioned earlier, VWT does not require the user to mesh 

the fluid. Instead, it is able to build the volumetric fluid mesh from a 2-D mesh of the 

test object with the aid of a few inputs such as the first layer height and growth rate 

(go to section 3.5). 

Until now, we have covered the basics required for understanding the whys of setting 

up a CFD simulation. In this chapter the hows of a CFD simulation set up will be 

explored.  

 Before you begin 

Before you begin running simulations it is necessary to configure the tool for 

operation. The steps for the same are as follows: 

1. Install the most recent version of AcuSolve. 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Preferences>Acusolve dialog 
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1. In the Preferences dialog under File> Preferences > AcuSolve, select 

the AcuSolve installation directory. 

2. Choose the Run Path, which would be the folder where all the data from 

various runs will be stored. 

 Meshing for VWT 

The surface mesh for VWT analyses is prepared in Hypermesh. There are a few things 

that must be kept in mind while preparing a mesh for a VWT analysis. 

• The geometry of the test object is described by a surface mesh model, which 

needs to be of good quality, for example no extremely sliver elements, and 

must not contain any free edges. In other words, the model needs to be water 

tight. 

• The required mesh format is Nastran format. Exporting from HyperMesh in 

standard Nastran format might result in a *.nas file in which no properties 

are assigned to the elements (zero property). Loading such a file into Virtual 

Wind Tunnel will place all elements in one group. To avoid this, export 

from HyperMesh in Nastran (Fluent) format, available in the CFD Export tab. 

• The surface mesh of the car needs to be in meters [m]. 

It is assumed that the wind tunnel has its inflow surface at the minimum x-coordinate 

of the wind tunnel and the flow is going into positive x-direction. The y-direction is 

perpendicular to the flow direction and parallel to the wind tunnel ground. The z-

direction is perpendicular to the ground of the wind tunnel. 

Quad elements in the initial surface mesh model will be split into tria elements during 

the mesh intersection step. 

A good quality, water tight surface mesh model of the vehicle is imported 

into Virtual Wind Tunnel, the volume meshing parameters are defined, followed by 

the definition of the physical parameters, for example time increment, and finally 

the job submission is performed. 
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 Running Simulations in VWT 

There are three phases involved in running a simulation:  

• Case setup 

• Solution 

• Interpretation of results 

VWT is an intelligent software and it generates the report on its own. It gives an 

account of the drag and lift characteristics of the sphere, the simulation and meshing 

characteristics and also the streamlines and velocity and pressure contours are 

mapped. 

 Case Setup 

Since Virtual Wind tunnel is designed only for the external aerodynamics analysis of a 

body placed in a wind tunnel, very specific inputs are required from the user once the 

mesh is imported.  

 

The wind tunnel dimensions can be specified by the user, so that the domain satisfies 

the clearance requirements. This can be done using the Edit Tunnel option.  

 

     

Figure 5-2 Edit Tunnel Tool 
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For the external aerodynamic analysis of an automobile, certain parts have to be 

modelled differently, such as the wheels and the heat exchanger. The user can specify 

these parts in their model by using the Identify Parts option. This option enables the 

user to define the wheels, boundary layers and the heat exchanger. If this option is 

not used, all the parts will be treated as simple rigid external geometry.  

 

Rotating parts, e.g. wheels, are modelled by prescribing a tangential wall velocity to 

include rotational effects into the simulation. For automotive use cases, heat-

exchangers or condensers are modelled with a porous material model to consider the 

pressure drop through the components.  

 

 

Figure 5-3 Identify Parts Tool Icon 

 

Another important feature related to the special behavior of parts is the option to 

choose them to be flexible to enable the fluid structure interaction (FSI).  

 

The user has the option to specify the dimensions and element size of the refinement 

boxes. The Refinement Zone option allows the user to create multiple refinement 

boxes and specify a cell size for each box. 
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Figure 5-4 Refinement Zone Tool 

 

Also, we can specify the viscosity and density of the working fluid.  

    

Figure 5-5 Material Tool 

 

The user can also mark section planes as well as probe points to obtain the solution 

data sets at specific locations. 
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Figure 5-6 Section Cuts and Probe Points Tool Icons 

 

 

     

Figure 5-7 Run Tool 

 

In the analysis setup block, the user has flexibility in terms of the selection of the 

solver model, i.e. steady or transient. The user can set the value of the input flow 

velocity and can add additional information to state if the wheels are rotating and if 

there is relative motion between the ground and the test object. 
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In the meshing setup block, the user can specify the far field element size or choose a 

descriptive such as coarse, medium or fine to instruct virtual wind tunnel to decide 

upon the far field element size on its own. The first layer height and the number of 

layers can be input. 

 

As for the result setup section, VWT gives the flexibility to choose the frequency with 

which the results are saved in the device memory. One of the best features of VWT is 

the auto generated report that it delivers upon the completion of study, it summarizes 

the drag, lift and geometric properties of the body and provides information about 

the type of simulation, element count and time elapsed. Also, the mesh cross-section, 

pressure and velocity contours and drag and lift plots are pictorially presented in the 

report.  

 Solution 

HyperWorks VWT is powered by Altair’s computational fluid dynamics 

solver, AcuSolve, a general-purpose, finite element-based flow solver HyperWorks 

VWT is powered by Altair’s computational fluid dynamics solver, AcuSolve, a general-

purpose, finite-element based flow solver. 

For setting up a solution, the user only needs to provide a surface mesh of the test 

object. VWT comes with a fast and efficient unstructured volume mesher including 

boundary layer generation. The mesh is generated post-setup by the user. User 

defined volume mesh refinement zones are used to create a locally refined volume 

mesh to capture important flow phenomena, e.g. the wake of a vehicle or a building. 

Parameters for boundary layer meshing can be defined globally or on a part basis to 

have maximum control of the total element count and use refined layers only in 

regions where it is necessary. Volume meshing for an external automotive 

aerodynamics analysis (including underbody, under-hood compartment and 

boundary layers) is typically done in a few hours. 

The actual numerical solution is carried out in the background with AcuSolve, the time 

taken by the analysis and its level of accuracy depends upon the problem setup, mesh 
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quality and the analysis type chosen. VWT utilizes Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 

(RANS) and Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) technology to model turbulent flows and 

to predict the flow field. DES technology combines fine-tuned, statistical RANS 

technology for modeling near walls and attached boundary layers with the ability of 

large-eddy simulation (LES) to model the separated regions in the wake behind the 

vehicle. Accurate external aerodynamics results are achieved for both, steady-state 

simulation using the RANS approach when physics allows and transient simulation 

using the DES approach. 

 Interpretation of Results 

VWT has an inbuilt report generation system in place, which generates a report every 

time an analysis is completed. The report contains the problem setup, mesh statistics 

and results. 

In addition, CFD data visualization is also present in the report and results are 

presented pictorially in the form of streamlines and contours. The mesh statistics are 

reported in a tabulated manner and also cross-sections are presented which display 

the mesh quality. 

The external aerodynamic properties i.e. the lift and drag coefficients are also 

presented in addition to y+ plots. The user defined sections are presented with 

contour plots and the user defined probe points are used to monitor the evolution of 

the flow field in particular location. 
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 Tutorial: Drag Coefficient of a Sphere 

The drag coefficient of a sphere is strongly dependent on the Reynold’s number of the 

flow. Unlike most bodies which have a constant coefficient of drag for a large range 

of inflow velocities, a sphere shows more variation in terms of drag coefficient as 

compared to other objects.  

This study will present the analysis of a sphere placed in a flow with an inflow velocity 

of 1m/s. This chapter will give the user a step by step guide to set up a case in VWT. 

 Running the Simulation 

• Importing the Surface Mesh File 

For importing the mesh, 

1. From the menu bar, click File > Import. 

2. In the Import File dialog, navigate to your working directory and select the 

file to import. (sphere_tutorial_mesh.nas) 

The model is imported into Virtual Wind Tunnel and no data conversion (for example 

scaling or translation) is performed. The model is positioned in the same position as 

it was during export from the pre-processor. 

The Model Browser on the left side of the workspace shows the model structure and 

the corresponding part names. 

For information on how to create a mesh in Hypermesh, refer to the Learn 

Preprocessing with Hypermesh e-learning course. 

• Defining Wind Tunnel Dimensions 

Use the Edit Tunnel tool to define the size of the wind tunnel. 

From the Setup tools, click the Edit Tunnel tool. 
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Figure 5-8 Edit Tunnel Tool Icon 

1. Edit the wind tunnel's height, width, and length in the micro-dialogs that 

appear in the modeling window or in the Property Editor. 

2. Edit the boundary layer, inflow velocity, and tunnel extension properties in 

the Property Editor. 

3. Set the dimensions of the wind tunnel to 6.000 m x 4.000 m x 3.000 and the 

inflow velocity as 1 m/s. 

 

 

Figure 5-9 Specifying the Wind Tunnel Dimensions 

 

• Positioning the Model 

Use the Move tool to position the model inside of the wind tunnel. 
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Figure 5-10 Move Tool Icon 

 

1. When positioning a model, it is advisable to change the view to orthographic 

projection using the icon in the left bottom corner of the modeling window. 

2. In the Model Browser, click Assembly 1 to select the complete model, in this 

case, the sphere. 

3. From the Home tools, click the Move tool. 

4. The Move tool will initially be positioned at the centroid of selected objects. 

5. Click-and-drag graphical manipulators to move or rotate objects in the 

selected direction(s) or enter a precise value in the micro dialog. 

6. Translate along an axis by dragging arrows. 

7. Translate within a plane by dragging squares. 

8. Rotate around the center of the tool by dragging curved arrows. 

9. Move objects freely by dragging the center of the Move tool. 

10. Specify a precise magnitude to translate or rotate by clicking a graphic 

manipulator and modifying the value(s) in the micro-dialog that opens. 

Press Enter to execute the move. 

11. Position the sphere at a distance 2.350 m from the inflow surface in the x 

direction and 1.5 m in the z direction from the wind tunnel bottom surface. 

 

• Identifying Parts 

For this problem, there are no heat exchanger parts, no wheels and no flexible parts. 

Hence, only the boundary layer parts need to be identified. 

The boundary layer growth occurs on the wind tunnel walls and also on the surface of 

the sphere.  
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1. From the Setup tools, Identify Parts tool group, click the Identify Boundary 

Layer tool. 

 

 

              Figure 5-11 Identify Parts- Boundary Layer 

 

2. In the modeling window, select the parts to consider for boundary layer 

growth or select parts by double clicking on them. In this case the parts to be 

selected are the sphere and the wind tunnel walls (not the inflow and outflow 

surfaces).  

These parts should already be auto-selected by the tool. 

Reviewing Identified Parts 

Virtual Wind Tunnel allows you to review and edit the parts you have identified in the 

Parts dialog. From the Setup tools, Identify Parts tool group, click the Parts tool. 

 

 

Figure 5-12 Identify Parts- Review 

 

1. In the Parts dialog, review and edit each part you have identified. 

2. In the Parts column, edit a part's name. 

3. In the Identify As column, select a part type. 

4. In the Boundary Layer column, select whether or not the component requires 

meshed boundary layers. Boundary layers are generated during the job run. 
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5. In the Groups column, select a group to affiliate with a particular part. As you 

can see, both the sphere and the wind tunnel are identified as boundary 

layers. 

 

 

              Figure 5-13 Identify Parts Review Window 

 

• Refining the Volume Mesh 

Use the Refinement Zone tool to define regions with a user defined volume element 

size. 

When the Refinement Zone tool is activated for the first time, three default 

refinement zones are generated around the object. You can review and edit the 

properties of those zones (dimension, assigned tetra element size), as well as 

generate new zones. 

Modifying Refinement Zone Dimensions: 

Use the Edit Zone tool to edit the dimensions and element size of refinement zones. 

1. From the Setup tools, click Refinement Zone > Edit Zone. 
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Figure 5-14 Refinement Zone- Edit Zone 

2. Select a refinement zone to edit. 

3. Modify refinement zone dimensions. 

4. In the micro-dialog, enter a new element size and/or dimension values. 

 

 

Figure 5-15 Specifying Refinement Zone Dimensions and Element Size 

 

5. Create 4 refinement boxes of the following dimensions and element sizes 

around the sphere. 

 

Table 5-1 Specifications for the Refinement Boxes 

S. no. of Refinement Box L W H Element Size 

1 0.25000 m 0.16000 m 0.18000 m 0.00800 m 

2 0.22500 m 0.15000 m 0.15000 m 0.00600 m 

3 0.16250 m 0.12500 m 0.12500 m 0.00400 m 

4 0.13125 m 0.11250 m 0.11250 m 0.00200 m 
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• Submitting Jobs 

Use the Run tool to specify the simulation time for a transient run, the number of 

iterations for a steady state run, mesh size, and other setup parameters, as well 

submitting the actual analysis. 

From the Run tools, click the Run tool. 

 

       Figure 5-16 Run Icon 

1. In the Run Virtual Wind Tunnel dialog, define run settings. 

 

 

Figure 5-17 Run Virtual Wind Tunnel dialog box 
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2. In the Name of Run field, specify a name for the run directory. 

3. Together with the current date and time, it will yield a unique run directory 

name. 

4. Define the Analysis Setup, Meshing, and Results settings as shown in the 

following Run Virtual Wind Tunnel dialog box. 

5. Click Run to start the analysis. 

6. The Virtual Wind Tunnel Analysis Run Status dialog opens, showing the 

progress bar for the test. 

 

 

Figure 5-18 Virtual Wind Tunnel Analysis Run Status 

 

 Interpretation of Results 

Once the run is complete, a green check appears under the status indicator bar next 

to the name of the run. 

Upon clicking on the name of the run, the auto-generated report opens up, this report 

is appended at the end of the book. Let us now look at the report and interpret the 

results obtained. 
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• Summary of Run 

The first section of the report provides a brief overview of the run and its results, 

providing data about the version of AcuSolve, type of analysis, number of elements, 

time elapsed and the value of coefficient of drag and lift. 

The summary table is presented below: 

Table 5-2 Summary of the Run 

AcuSolve version 2017.2 

Simulation type Steady 

Element count 1258430 

Run time (Elapse time) 0.187 h 

Wind Tunnel Inlet 1.00 0.00 0.00 m/s 

Drag coefficient, Cd 0.380 

Lift coefficient, Cl 0.005 

 

In accordance to the theory, the lift coefficient of a stationary sphere in a flow should 

be equal to zero, while the drag coefficient for a specific value of Reynold’s number is 

given by the following graph. 
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           Figure 5-19 Drag Coefficient of a stationary sphere (source: Wikipedia) 

A reasonable approximation is obtained for both the coefficient of drag as well as the 

coefficient of lift.  

• Dimensions 

This section provides the information about the sizing and positioning parameters of 

the wind tunnel as well as the test object. Furthermore, information on the frontal 

area and the blockage ratio is presented. 

For this problem, the information about the dimensions is summarized in the table 

below. This table is sourced from the auto generated report. 

Table 5-3 Dimensions 

Wind tunnel, bounding box [-0.400, 5.600], [-2.000, 2.000], [ 0.000, 3.000] 

Body, bounding box [ 1.950, 2.050], [-0.050, 0.050], [ 1.450, 1.550] 

Wind tunnel dimension 6.000 m x 4.000 m x 3.000 m 

Body dimension 0.100 m x 0.100 m x 0.100 m. 

Frontal ref. area, A ref 0.0078 m2 

Blockage ratio % 0.065 

Distance inflow - body 2.350 m 
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The blockage ratio in this case is 0.065% which is well within the prescribed limit of 

5% for a wind tunnel. However, since the dimensions of the test section is many orders 

larger than the test body, the volumetric meshing is quite time consuming. It would 

be a good practice for the student to examine the obtained results with varying wind 

tunnel dimensions as well. 

• Mesh Statistics 

The third section of the report summarizes contains mesh statistics and screenshots 

of several cutting planes through the mesh. This information enables the user to judge 

the quality of the mesh generated and to collect data on.  

Table 5-4 Mesh Statistics 

Numb. of nodes 214687 

Numb. of elements 1258430 

Numb. of refinement zones 4 

 

The surface mesh for this problem is displayed below. As you can see the surface mesh 

has tria elements, since the volume mesh for the background solver AcuSolve must 

be comprised of tetra elements. 
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Figure 5-20 Surface mesh of the sphere 

 

Once the Run button is pushed, the AcuSimlab software starts to mesh the fluid in the 

test section in accordance to the specifications made by the user. The cross-sectional 

image of the volume mesh generated for this problem are shown below. 

 

 

Figure 5-21 Volume mesh around the sphere 
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In this cross-section, the distinction between the different refinement boxes can be 

seen easily. Also, observe the boundary layer mesh near the surface of the sphere.  

• Boundary Conditions and Solution Strategy 

In this section the boundary conditions and the setup for the CFD run are listed. 

The following tables summarizing the information about the boundary conditions and 

setup has been extracted from the auto generated report. 

Table 5-5 Boundary Conditions 

Wind Tunnel Inlet 1.00 0.00 0.00 m/s 

Wind Tunnel Outlet Pressure outlet 

Slip Walls Top, right, left faces of wind tunnel 

No-slip Walls wind tunnel ground, body, wheels, heat-exchange 

 

The above table describes the boundary conditions imposed upon the walls and the 

inlet and the outlet of the wind tunnel. These boundary conditions are auto-imposed 

by Virtual Wind Tunnel. 

Table 5-6 Solution Strategy 

Simulation type Steady 

Number of time steps 50 

Turbulence model Spalart-Allmaras 

Moving ground False 

Rotating wheels False 

 

The table presented above displays the solution strategy used for the simulation. A 

steady type simulation has been chosen to reduce the computational load. Virtual 

Wind tunnel uses the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.  
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Table 5-7 Material Modelling 

Density 1.225 kg/m3 

Dynamic Viscosity 1.781e-005 kg/m-sec 

 

The fluid properties entered by the user appear in the table above. By default, Virtual 

Wind tunnel assumes that the working fluid is air at sea level. The user may specify 

the viscosity and the density to change the working fluid. 

• Results and Discussions 

In this section the results of the CFD run are reported. 

Results are presented as contours, plots and table. The lift and drag coefficient have 

already been discussed in the run summary section. In addition, the cross coefficient 

or the side force coefficient is also calculated. The cross coefficient as calculated is 

equal to -0.006 for the present analysis which is close to the actual value of 0.00.  

Now, moving onto the analysis of the contour plots, 

 

           Figure 5-22 Pressure distribution at the cross-section 
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Figure 5-22 shows the pressure distribution at the cross-section of the sphere; the 

stagnation point at the point of contact between the sphere and the flow is marked 

by the high static-pressure region. As expected, low static pressure regions exist at 

the separation point. Furthermore, the low-pressure regions behind the body of the 

sphere is indicative of the turbulent wake of the sphere.  

The same information is re-iterated in the velocity contour plot. 

The stagnation point is marked by the region of zero velocity and the separation 

points are marked by the regions of high velocity. Further, the turbulent wake is 

marked by the discontinuous regions of velocity behind the sphere.  

For better visualization, the side view of the streamlines is also displayed, the vortices 

in the turbulent wake are best depicted by this representation as the formation of the 

vortices in the wake is most clearly viewed. 

 

 

           Figure 5-23 Velocity distribution at the cross-section 
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Figure 6-5-24 Streamlines Side View 

 

 

 Things to Consider 

The example stated in this chapter is suitable for illustration purposes only, since the 

accuracy here has been compromised for a lesser computational time. A coarse mesh 

has been chosen and the solution type has been selected as steady.  

For a more physically sound solution, the solution type must be selected as transient 

and finer mesh parameters must be specified. However, one must keep in mind the 

accompanying computational load. Hence, depending on the application purpose the 

user must come upon a suitable trade-off between desired accuracy and availability 

of time and computational power.  

While a steady run typically takes a fraction of the time that a transient run takes, the 

results are more idealistic and less realistic. However, it is true that for quite a few 

applications, in which the physics is not strongly dependent upon the time, there is 

little or no difference in the results obtained from both the approaches.  
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Additionally, finer meshes will undoubtedly provide better results, but as the mesh is 

made finer, the improvement in results gets progressively lower and beyond a 

threshold range of element sizes, making the mesh finer becomes an unfavorable 

trade-off. Therefore, the problem modeling engineer must use their discretion and 

select an appropriate mesh and solution model depending upon all the information 

and constraints at hand. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Tutorial: Analysis of a Car 

The process for configuration of VWT has already been mentioned in the 5th chapter, 

and in case this is your first attempt at conducting an analysis using VWT, it would be 

advisable to have a look at the procedure to set the working directory and to configure 

AcuSolve to Virtual Wind Tunnel. 

Moving on, the following chapter will guide you step by step to set up the analysis of 

any car in Virtual Wind Tunnel and then we will follow up with a tutorial example for 

the analysis of a race car. 

 Case Set-up 

• Importing the mesh 

For importing the mesh, 

1. From the menu bar, click File > Import. 

2. In the Import File dialog, navigate to your working directory and select the 

file to import. (rcmain.nas) 
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• Defining wind tunnel dimensions 

Use the Edit Tunnel tool to define the size of the wind tunnel. 

From the Setup tools, click the Edit Tunnel tool. 

 

Figure 5-25 Edit Tunnel Tool Icon 

1. Edit the wind tunnel's height, width, and length in the micro-dialogs that 

appear in the modeling window or in the Property Editor. 

2. Edit the boundary layer, inflow velocity, and tunnel extension properties in 

the Property Editor. 

3. Set the dimensions of the wind tunnel to 37.000 m x 17.000 m x 10.000 and 

the inflow velocity as 75 m/s or 270 km/hr. 

 

 

Figure 5-26 Wind Tunnel Dimensions 

 

• Positioning the Model 

Use the Move tool to position the model inside of the wind tunnel. 
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Figure 5-27 Move Tool Icon 

 

1. When positioning a model, it is advisable to change the view to orthographic 

projection using the icon in the left bottom corner of the modeling window. 

2. In the Model Browser, click Assembly 1 to select the complete model, in this 

case, the race-car. 

3. From the Home tools, click the Move tool. 

4. The Move tool will initially be positioned at the centroid of selected objects. 

5. Click-and-drag graphical manipulators to move or rotate objects in the 

selected direction(s) or enter a precise value in the micro dialog. 

6. Translate along an axis by dragging arrows. 

7. Translate within a plane by dragging squares. 

8. Rotate around the center of the tool by dragging curved arrows. 

9. Move objects freely by dragging the center of the Move tool. 

10. Specify a precise magnitude to translate or rotate by clicking a graphic 

manipulator and modifying the value(s) in the micro-dialog that opens. 

Press Enter to execute the move. 

11. Place the model 10 m from the inlet in the x direction, also place the model 

in a way that the wheels intersect the wind tunnel floor and are slightly out 

of the wind tunnel to compensate for the compression that the tires undergo 

during operation. 

 

• Identifying Parts 

For this problem, there are no heat exchanger parts are present, hence, only the 

boundary layer and wheel parts need to be identified. 
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The boundary layer growth occurs on the wind tunnel walls and also on the body of 

the car. 

Specifying the Boundary Layer Growth Regions 

1. From the Setup tools, Identify Parts tool group, click the Identify Boundary 

Layer tool. 

 

 

              Figure 5-28 Identify Parts- Boundary Layer 

 

2. In the modeling window, select the parts to consider for boundary layer 

growth or select parts by double clicking on them. In this case the parts to be 

selected are the wheels, the car body and the wind tunnel walls (not the 

inflow and outflow surfaces).  

These parts should already be auto-selected by the tool. 

Specifying the Wheels 

Use the Identify Wheels tool to identify the component's that represent the model's 

wheels. 

When modeling a wheel, a wall boundary condition is prescribed, and a rotational 

velocity is applied. 

You need to select the parts forming the wheel, for example tire and rim. All other 

parameters like center of rotation, axis of rotation, and the rounds per minute (RPM) 

are computed automatically. If multiple parts are selected, an intelligent logic will 

group the parts into one or separate wheels. For example, if you select the break disc, 

the rim and the tire of the front left wheel, all three parts will be identified as wheel_1. 
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If you also select the rim and the tire of the rear left wheel, those parts will be grouped 

into wheel_2. 

From the Setup tools, Identify Parts tool group, click the Identify Wheels tool. 

 

Figure 5-29 Identify Wheels 

1. Select the components that represent the wheels. 

2. For parts that form one wheel, the axis of rotation and a curved vector is 

displayed in the modeling window. 

3. Define RPM by double-clicking the curved vector and entering the value of 

2760 in the micro-dialog. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-30 Specifying Wheel RPM 

You may also review the identified parts from the Identify Parts > Parts option. 
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Figure 5-31 Reviewing Identified Parts 

• Refining the Volume Mesh 

Use the Refinement Zone tool to define regions with a user defined volume element 

size. 

When the Refinement Zone tool is activated for the first time, three default 

refinement zones are generated around the object. You can review and edit the 

properties of those zones (dimension, assigned tetra element size), as well as 

generate new zones. 

Modifying Refinement Zone Dimensions: 

Use the Edit Zone tool to edit the dimensions and element size of refinement zones. 

1. From the Setup tools, click Refinement Zone > Edit Zone. 

 

 

Figure 5-32 Refinement Zone- Edit Zone 
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2. Select a refinement zone to edit. 

3. Modify refinement zone dimensions. 

4. In the micro-dialog, enter a new element size and/or dimension values. 

 

Figure 5-33 Refinement zones 

5. Enter the element sizes for each of the refinement boxes in the order of 

decreasing size: 0.1 m, 0.08 m, 0.05 m. 

 

• Submitting Jobs 

Use the Run tool to specify the simulation time for a transient run, the number of 

iterations for a steady state run, mesh size, and other setup parameters, as well 

submitting the actual analysis. 

From the Run tools, click the Run tool. 

 

 

       Figure 5-34 Run Icon 
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1. In the Run Virtual Wind Tunnel dialog, define run settings. 

 

 

              Figure 5-35 Run Virtual Wind Tunnel dialog box 

2. In the Name of Run field, specify a name for the run directory. 

3. Together with the current date and time, it will yield a unique run directory 

name. 

4. Define the Analysis Setup, Meshing, and Results settings as shown in the 

following Run Virtual Wind Tunnel dialog box. 

5. Click Run to start the analysis. 

6. The Virtual Wind Tunnel Analysis Run Status dialog opens, showing the 

progress bar for the test. 
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 Interpretation of Results 

Once the run is complete, a green check appears under the status indicator bar next 

to the name of the run. 

Upon clicking on the name of the run, the auto-generated report opens up, this report 

is appended at the end of the book. Let us now look at the report and interpret the 

results obtained. 

• Summary of Run 

The first section of the report provides a brief overview of the run and its results, 

providing data about the version of AcuSolve, type of analysis, number of elements, 

time elapsed and the value of coefficient of drag and lift. 

The summary table is presented below: 

Table 5-8 Summary of the Run 

AcuSolve version 2017.2 

Simulation type Transient 

Element count 22503927 

Run time (Elapse time) 221.202 h 

Wind Tunnel Inlet 75.00 0.00 0.00 m/s 

Drag coefficient, Cd 0.691 

Lift coefficient, Cl -0.142 

 

In accordance to the general trends, the drag coefficient of a Formula One car is 

anywhere between 0.7 to 1.1. The drag coefficient of Formula One car is especially 

high because of the negatively cambered wing added for creating the downforce to 

prevent lift off. Also, the exposed tires contribute a lot to the overall drag coefficient.  

A reasonable approximation is obtained for both the coefficient of drag as well as the 

coefficient of lift.  

• Dimensions 
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This section provides the information about the sizing and positioning parameters of 

the wind tunnel as well as the test object. Furthermore, information on the frontal 

area and the blockage ratio is presented. 

For this problem, the information about the dimensions is summarized in the table 

below. This table is sourced from the auto generated report. 

Table 5-9 Dimensions 

Wind tunnel, bounding box [-10.749, 26.251], [-8.500, 8.500], [ 0.000, 10.000] 

Body, bounding box [-0.786, 2.060], [-0.721, 0.721], [-0.018, 0.761] 

Wind tunnel dimension 37.000 m x 17.000 m x 10.000 m. 

Body dimension 2.846 m x 1.442 m x 0.778 m. 

Frontal ref. area, A ref 0.777666 m2 

Blockage ratio % 0.458 

Distance inflow - body 9.962 m 

 

The blockage ratio in this case is 0.458% which is well within the prescribed limit of 

5% for a wind tunnel. However, since the dimensions of the test section is many orders 

larger than the test body, the volumetric meshing is quite time consuming. It would 

be a good practice for the student to examine the obtained results with varying wind 

tunnel dimensions as well. 

 

• Mesh Statistics 

The third section of the report summarizes contains mesh statistics and screenshots 

of several cutting planes through the mesh. This information enables the user to judge 

the quality of the mesh generated and to collect data on.  

Table 5-10 Mesh Statistics 

Numb. of nodes 3980629 
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Numb. of elements 22503927 

Numb. of refinement zones 3 

 

The surface mesh for this problem is displayed below. As you can see the surface mesh 

has tria elements, since the volume mesh for the background solver AcuSolve must 

be comprised of tetra elements. 

 

 

Figure 5-36 Surface mesh of the car (viewed with HyperMesh) 

 

Once the Run button is pushed, the AcuSimlab software starts to mesh the fluid in the 

test section in accordance to the specifications made by the user. The cross-sectional 

image of the volume mesh generated for this problem are shown below. 
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Figure 5-37 Volume mesh around the car 

In this cross-section, the distinction between the different refinement boxes can be 

seen easily. Also, observe the boundary layer mesh near the surface of the car.  

• Boundary Conditions and Solution Strategy 

In this section the boundary conditions and the setup for the CFD run are listed. 

The following tables summarizing the information about the boundary conditions and 

setup has been extracted from the auto generated report. 

Table 5-11 Boundary Conditions 

Wind Tunnel Inlet 75.00 0.00 0.00 m/s 

Wind Tunnel Outlet Pressure outlet 

Slip Walls Top, right, left faces of wind tunnel 

No-slip Walls wind tunnel ground, body, wheels, heat-exchange 

 

The above table describes the boundary conditions imposed upon the walls and the 

inlet and the outlet of the wind tunnel. These boundary conditions are auto-imposed 

by Virtual Wind Tunnel. 
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Table 5-12 Solution Strategy 

Simulation type transient 

Number of time steps 2000 

Time increment 0.001  

Physical time 2.000 

Turbulence model Detached Eddy Simulation 

Moving ground True 

Rotating wheels True 

 

The table presented above displays the solution strategy used for the simulation. A 

transient type simulation has been chosen to increase the accuracy, however this 

results very high computational time and computational resource requirement. For a 

transient type simulation, Virtual Wind tunnel uses Detached Eddy Simulation.  

Table 5-13 Material Modelling 

Density 1.225 kg/m3 

Dynamic Viscosity 1.781e-005 kg/m-sec 

 

The fluid properties entered by the user appear in the table above. By default, Virtual 

Wind tunnel assumes that the working fluid is air at sea level. The user may specify 

the viscosity and the density to change the working fluid. 

• Results and Discussions 

In this section the results of the CFD run are reported. 

Results are presented as contours, plots and table. The lift and drag coefficient have 

already been discussed in the run summary section. However, this section provides a 

detailed account of the lift and drag coefficients of each component of the car, so the 

designer can have more information to modify the design for better drag/lift 

properties. 
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Table 5-14 Drag Coefficient Distribution 

Surface Drag Coefficient Lift Coefficient Cross Coefficient 

10_undertray -0.07751 2.19513 0.00024 

17_chassis_cutout 0.00116 0.00027 0.00001 

06_chassis_rear 0.00621 0.00097 0.00012 

12_undertray_border -0.00098 0.00057 0.00004 

07_side_box -0.03952 -0.37766 -0.00059 

15_cockpit 0.06861 -0.42498 -0.00114 

16_undertray_cutout 0.00007 -0.00005 -0.00008 

08_channel_air_cooler 0.26983 -0.20559 -0.00188 

05_chassis_front 0.05564 0.00850 0.00006 

11_undertra_upside 0.03913 -0.43028 -0.00263 

09_body 0.07649 -0.73473 -0.00024 

14_wheel_rear 0.13392 -0.08994 0.00452 

13_wheel_front 0.15814 -0.08406 0.00344 

Total 0.691178326011 -0.141856547361 0.00187721165415 

 

As the table suggests, a very significant portion of the drag coefficient is contributed 

the wheels.  

 

 

           Figure 5-38 Pressure distribution at the default cross-sections 
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Figure 5-38 shows the pressure distribution at the cross-section of the car. The high-

pressure region at the point of contact indicates the stagnation point. The pockets of 

low pressure around the car are also created by local regions of separation. 

The same information is re-iterated in the velocity contour plot. 

The stagnation point is marked by the region of zero velocity and the turbulent wake 

is marked by the discontinuous regions of velocity behind the car.  

For better visualization, the side view of the streamlines is also displayed, the vortices 

in the turbulent wake are best depicted by this representation as the formation of the 

vortices in the wake is most clearly viewed. 

 

           Figure 5-39 Velocity distribution at the cross-section 

 

 

Figure 5-40 Streamlines Side View 
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 How to make the car more aerodynamic? 

Now that we have run the analysis, the question arises that what should be done in 

order to make the design better and more aerodynamic? 

Drawing help from the analysis results, we can quantify the “problem areas” which 

are major contributors to the drag coefficient. The obvious culprits were the wheels 

and the channel air cooler. Although the channel air cooler was also the component 

providing the most grounding i.e. the most negative lift coefficient.  

Typically, the aerodynamic characteristics of a car can be improved by following the 

succeeding set of suggestions: 

• Using narrower tires 

• Decreasing the ground clearance 

• Adding a rear spoiler to direct the airflow over the body 

• Covering the tires 

• Changing the shape of the side view mirrors 

• Installing under-body panels to cover the components for smooth airflow 

• Adding side skirts 

• Change shape of the grill openings 

• Avoiding adding sharp corners and bends in the design 
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  Special Case Study: Three-Wheeler Bike   

Project 

For facilitating the process of learning the integration between CAE and real-world 

problems we have pursued a project on the conceptual design of a three-wheeler 

bike using Altair software for designing and testing the various components of the 

bike. You may go through all the modules of the design process by following this link:  

https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike. 

 

The aerodynamic characteristics of the bike design were tested using Virtual Wind 

Tunnel. You may follow the step by step guided video tutorial by following this link: 

https://altair-2.wistia.com/medias/zxl0lzwdk2 

 

https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike
https://altair-2.wistia.com/medias/zxl0lzwdk2
https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike
https://altair-2.wistia.com/medias/zxl0lzwdk2
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The aerodynamic design of the bike was improved by repeated testing and 

modifications and a more aerodynamically efficient model was conceptualized as a 

part of a thesis on strategic product design. In addition, the original and modified 

models were also tested experimentally in a wind tunnel.  The original and modified 

models have been presented below. 

 

Figure 41 Original Design 

 

Figure 42 Modified Design 
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The comparison between the two designs and the development of the modified 

design can be studied in detail by referring to the Master’s thesis: Aerodynamic 

simulation and shape optimization of Altair’s 3-Wheeler Motorbike. 

Also, you may look at the wind tunnel test and compare the results with the Virtual 

Wind Tunnel analysis result by following the link: 

https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-

motorbike/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike-physical-windtunnel-

testing/ 

 

 

https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Master_thesis_3_Wheeler_017_George_Iatrou_100Prcnt.pdf
https://altairuniversity.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Master_thesis_3_Wheeler_017_George_Iatrou_100Prcnt.pdf
https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike-physical-windtunnel-testing/
https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike-physical-windtunnel-testing/
https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike-physical-windtunnel-testing/
https://altairuniversity.com/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike/conceptual-design-of-a-3-wheeler-motorbike-physical-windtunnel-testing/

